Insurance Bill For Athletes Introduced To Legislature

School districts, state colleges and the University of California with more than 200 students will be required to carry insurance for their athletes under a bill introduced in the legislature by State Senator Howard Holmdahl, Democratic*San Luis Obispo.

"California schools owe our athletic teams at least minimum insurance against death or injury," Holmdahl said. Holmdahl further emphasized that present laws authorize but do not require insurance for school teams.

The bill would make it compulsory for every public school in the state, except schools with less than 200 students, to assume all risks of injury to student athletes.

The law does not require, and custom does not demand, that even the smallest injury be reported.

The state schools which have had such insurance are Polytechnic Institute, San Francisco, California State College at Los Angeles, and private schools like St. Mary's Academy, Santa Barbara, and the University of the Pacific.

A past national president of the National Federation of State High School Athletic Associafions, Holmdahl is now advisor of the Scarab, national architectural fraternity and chairman of the engineering department of Cal State at San Luis Obispo.

The bill is designed to provide minimum coverage of $6,000 for medical expenses, $3,000 for hospitalization, $3,000 for disabenies, and $6,000 for death, and to make it impossible for an owner of a school to evade insurance by paying his injured athlete a settlement.

"I have always been interested in this problem," Holmdahl said. "I have encouraged a few friends to join me in a study of my interest in the state's future."

Veterans Cautioned On Insurance Loans

Veterans holding permanent GI certificates are being asked by the Veterans Administration to recheck their policies for small claims. The VA is conducting a survey and will be sending questionnaires to every veteran.

As a result of the survey, which will be completed in March, thousands of beneficiaries will be advised by the VA that their policies are not valid.

The VA will send a letter to beneficiaries who do not have proper insurance coverage.

"This new study guide," Richardson said, "will teach beneficiaries how to complete a claim for compensation, how to present evidence, and how to appeal to the Board of Veterans Appeals if they are denied benefits.

Guidelines also will be available to beneficiaries who are working or attending school.
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Memorial Fund Boosters

Graves Announces Candidacy For City Councilman

R. O. Graves, chairman of the San Luis Obispo Junior Chamber of Commerce, has announced that he is a candidate for the office of city councilman for first voting district.

Graves has taught at Cal Poly for seven years. He has been an instructor in the architecture design classes with charter to Valley College in the late 1940's. He is the son of Dr. C. Ahsen, a well-known architect in San Luis Obispo.

The program will include many unusual modern numbers and familiar pieces. Included will be a symphony suite, a violin concerto, a symphony, a concert, a violin concerto, and a symphony. The concert will be conducted by Dr. Richardson, who is chairman of the music department at Cal Poly.

The audience is invited to attend the concert at 8 p.m. in the auditorium of the university.

The lecturer for the evening will be Dr. E. J. Richardson, chairman of the music department at Cal Poly.

The lecture will be conducted in the auditorium of the university.

The audience is invited to attend the lecture at 8 p.m. in the auditorium of the university.

The lecture will be presented by Dr. E. J. Richardson, chairman of the music department at Cal Poly.

The audience is invited to attend the lecture at 8 p.m. in the auditorium of the university.

The lecture will be conducted in the auditorium of the university.

The audience is invited to attend the lecture at 8 p.m. in the auditorium of the university.

The lecture will be presented by Dr. E. J. Richardson, chairman of the music department at Cal Poly.

The audience is invited to attend the lecture at 8 p.m. in the auditorium of the university.
Opinion Please?

The student activity program and budgetary allotments are curiously in the same poor state as the proposed ABE fee increase to be voted on by students, March 9 and 10.

Candidate answers were given by Potipsi, emphasizing their views on the question of the week:

"At the beginning of the semester, report mentally^
moaning, and more money to College.

The Inter-Fraternity Council in its third week of existence to extend its congratulations to El Mustang and its staff for defending the democratic policies of some fraternities.

However, the author of the ability entitled "Intramural Fraternities" has failed to portray the fraternal systems as the expertly organized point of courting some fraternities on all fraternities on this singular point.

The members of Inter-Fraternity Council are proud of the fact that they have, from a very beginning, taken steps to find the truth of this system. We are not attempting to develop his best by striving to make his fraternity best. This is an expected, valuable experience in human relations.

The goal of the modern college is social fraternity, in harmony with the goal of the college, to encourage scholarship, initiates, activities, and recreation. The student is asked to fulfill a quota, to attend a college home game, and to purchase equipment for the Little Theater.

Campus Post Office
To Begin New Hours

The new hours for the campus post office, located in the old Red Student Union, will be 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Monday through Friday. Daily, saturdays, and all holidays.

"I don't see how anyone can possibly manage between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. to get their mail delivered," said one student. "I think it's good."

"I don't know what they're thinking," said another. "I don't understand it."

Tires Need Recapping
Or Replacing?

Rubber Wheelers

Come In and See
"Willie Watts"
-1413 Monterey Street

CLOTHIERS TO CAL POLY SINCE 1931

W O O D T E N
WE CASH YOUR CHECK
1015 MORRO ST.

B E N O N S

"One of the projects that the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory—the only national laboratory active in virtually all phases of the atomic energy program.

ON MARCH 1 AND 2 Lawrence Radiation Laboratory staff members will be on campus to answer your questions about a career in nuclear science.

They will interview outstanding:

- electronic engineers
- physicists
- mathematicians
- mechanical engineers (BS, PhD)

Call your placement office for an appointment.

LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY

One of many unusual projects at the University of California

at Berkeley & Livermore, California

(0 San Francisco Area)
Mat-men, Boxers Score

Moutnago boxers and wrestlers each picked up wins over the weekend. Coach Tom Lee's pollies outscored Fresno State Saturday night before some 1,800 fans, 5-1, to score their third team win.

The grapplers, under coach Milton Marion, strengthened their hold on the Pacific Eight conference by defeating University of California at Los Angeles, 14-0, Friday, and Ohio State, 10-8, Saturday afternoon.

Lightweights again provided the difference, margin for Horde's charges, Larry Owens, Jim Root, Frank Warren, and John Lillie all earned double wins during the weekend action.

Owens and Garcia kept up their pitching-pin streak by felling each of their opponents. Their grappling record now sits at nine wins and one loss — that to San Jose State.

In the featured bout Saturday night, Clayton "Cowboy" Gierl, using his strange stand-up, vậying style to put the spurs to a highly rated 164-pound Glen Krieter.

In one of the more exciting matches of the night, Fred Minos outpointed Fresno State's Mike Benson in the 112-pound division. They finally threw a third round, the match scored 4-1 in a deadlocked-panther.

154-pound class. Zurich fouled帶來 the way to a decision over U. of Nebraska's Bob Oliva. He also defeated California's Glenn Getz, recording a 3-0 decision. He followed it to win a hard-fought win over Fresno's Dean Easton.

The only Fresno win came at the hands of Phil Schichter who came on point Mustang Jim McCoy. McCoy's first and second round finishes were not enough for him to secure the judge's nod.

In exhibition bouts Gll Kromio and Bob Toree duked it out in a draw and Bobby Hafs outpointed Darrell Fincher — both in the 118-pound class. Wall Halley and Don Tessler gave an exhibition of skill, roundhouse rights, switchhooks, hooks and pinwheels at all weight classes.

Thursday-Mustang

Pratil Partly vs. Sequoia Heights
Tama 2-06-1 vs. Tama 2-07-1

Tama 1-06-1 vs. Tama 2-07-1

Tuesday-Right

Busch (1-0) vs. Whitney (1-0)
Mat Plus (1-0) vs. Hardeman Hall (1-0)
Stets (1-0) vs. Rosco (2-0)

Wednesday-Race

Collegians (6-0) vs. Bulla (1-0)
T.A. Bailey (2-0) vs. Sequoia Woods (1-0)
B.B. (1-0) vs. Chase Hall (2-0)

Sunday

Banta (1-0) vs. Fremont 2nd
Poly Phase (1-0) vs. Our Efforts

Thursdays Cylind (4-0) vs. Arco (4-0)

Weekend Sports Results

Coach Ed Jergensen's basketball teams turned the tables on all the second-place teams Friday night in leading to a tournament string San Diego State Astero 67-60.

Most railroads had pushed the Mustangs to knock off the Aztecs in the Border-Town tilt.

They left it in a quiet lead — 17-8 at the first minute mark — then began to fade.

At half-time the score stood 81-81 in favor of San Diego. The Aztecs took the upper hand in the second half when the Mustangs offense could not seem to click. Two Dunn was high pointer for the Mustangs with 15-15 in the first half.

Carl Hunter and Norm Opata were high for the Aztecs with 18 and 17, respectively.

Second half action saw Mustangs travel north to Long Beach where they scored a 77-60 win over the Aztecs in their next-to-the-last league contest.
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Colts Take Rest For Fresno Game

Coach Tom Sawyer's freshman Colts took a few days off in preparation for this weekend's preliminary contest with the Buickites of Fresno State.

Currently sporting an 11-7 mark, the Colts dropped the Buickites 77-64, with Horwath and Johnson leading the way with 18 and 16 points apiece. The Colts' next game is March 4 in the National Invitational with the Ohio State Big Ten team.

Fresno State, on the other hand, lost to Cal-Berkeley 78-75 in their last game before breaking for the weekend.

El Mustang
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Practice Swim Meet Sat For Saturday

A practice swim meet will be held at 2 p.m. to include all events of a regular dual meet set for Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m. in the Natatorium.

Coach Dick Anderson tested this week's practice squad and was pleased with the results. He expressed the opinion that the event will be of great value to the team.

The best clip joint in town

ARNOLD'S Barber Shop

1801 Main St.
Plenty of Free Parking

Engineer
Scientist

WE'RE LOOKING FORWARD TO MEETING YOU!

Research projects at Boeing include celestial mechanics, solid state physics, nuclear and plasma physics, advanced propulsion systems, and space flight.

Expanding programs offer exceptional career opportunities to holders of B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in aeronautical, mechanical, civil, electrical-electronic and industrial engineering, and in engineering mechanics, engineering physics as well as in mathematics and physics. At Boeing you'll work in a small group where individual ability and initiative get plenty of visibility. You'll enjoy many other advantages including an opportunity to take graduate study at company expense to help you get ahead faster.

Boeing wants you! If you're interested in joining a company that's a leader in today's growing aerospace industry, you're invited to come in and see us. Research projects at Boeing include celestial mechanics, solid state physics, nuclear and plasma physics, advanced propulsion systems, and space flight.

Expanding programs offer exceptional career opportunities to holders of B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in aeronautical, mechanical, civil, electrical-electronic and industrial engineering, and in engineering mechanics, engineering physics as well as in mathematics and physics. At Boeing you'll work in a small group where individual ability and initiative get plenty of visibility. You'll enjoy many other advantages including an opportunity to take graduate study at company expense to help you get ahead faster.
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Research projects at Boeing include celestial mechanics, solid state physics, nuclear and plasma physics, advanced propulsion systems, and space flight.

Expanding programs offer exceptional career opportunities to holders of B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in aeronautical, mechanical, civil, electrical-electronic and industrial engineering, and in engineering mechanics, engineering physics as well as in mathematics and physics. At Boeing you'll work in a small group where individual ability and initiative get plenty of visibility. You'll enjoy many other advantages including an opportunity to take graduate study at company expense to help you get ahead faster.

Boeing wants you! If you're interested in joining a company that's a leader in today's growing aerospace industry, you're invited to come in and see us.